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Abstract: Waste management represents a challenge for public authorities due to many reasons such
as increased waste generation following urban population growth, economic burdens imposed on the
municipal budget, and nuisances inevitably caused to the environment and local inhabitants. To optimize
the system from a sustainability perspective, moving the transition towards a more circular economy,
a better understanding of the different stages of waste management is necessary. A review of recently
developed sustainability frameworks for waste management showed that no single framework captures
all the instruments needed to ultimately provide a solid basis for comprehensive analyses of the potential
burdens associated with urban waste management. Bearing this limitation in mind, the objective
of this research is to propose a conceptual and comprehensive sustainability framework to support
decision-making in waste management of European cities. The framework comprises a combination of
methods capable of identifying future strategies and scenarios, to assess different types of impacts based
on a life cycle perspective, and considers the value of waste streams, the actors involved, and possible
constraints of implementing scenarios. The social, economic, environmental, technical and political
domains are covered, and special attention is paid to impacts affecting foremost the local population.
Keywords: urban waste management; circular economy; life cycle thinking; sustainability; framework

1. Introduction
The linear economy is a wasteful system: many valuable materials are “lost” to landfills, and the
products that are manufactured are consistently under-utilized. This is amplified in the urban context
where many studies have highlighted a structural problem with waste generation and management in
key sectors such as mobility, food, and the built environment (e.g., [1,2]). The waste generated through
these ineffective processes brings about additional costs due to waste management (WM) and collection
spending which increases pressure on municipal budgets and possibly harms the natural environment
and society as a whole. In contrast to a linear economy, a circular economy aims to decouple growth
from finite resource consumption and is restorative and regenerative by design [3]. The transition
towards a circular economy is challenging as only 9 percent of the goods and product of the global
economy loop in one or the other way [4]. Moving towards a circular economy in cities requires an
involvement of many sectors and stakeholders. Such a multi-disciplinary and multi-facets process
inherently needs evidence-based and scientific sound information on the potential consequences of
the decisions made. On this basis, establishing an overarching sustainability framework is crucial to
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support such a cohesive model for change. With this in mind, the main objective of this study is to
propose a holistic sustainability framework for urban waste management (UWM) in European cities.
To do this, the authors identified and described the recent framework developments in the field of
(urban) waste management, analyzed their comprehensiveness and proposed advancements.
1.1. From Linear to Circular Economy
Simultaneously with industrial growth, increasing population, rapid urbanization and improved
community living standards, enormous quantities of materials are being wasted in the European
Union (EU) in the last decades. EU statistics illustrate that up to 2.6 billion tons of waste (specified by
Directive 2008/98/EC) was generated in 2014, of which most originates from economic activities such
as construction (34.7%), mining (28.2%) and manufacturing (10.2%), while households contributed
for 8.3% [5]. Consumption patterns, economic wealth in combination with the projected population
growth will likely lead to an increased amount of municipal solid waste in the near future. Overall,
waste generation indicates the limited ability to use primary resources efficiently. The linear economy is
a basic structured model that relies on the extraction of raw materials and their processing into products
and potential by-products which, after usage, are treated as waste and mainly disposed of into landfills
or dumpsites (Figure 1a). In the past, this model has been considered as a successful and effective
approach, able to manufacture products at competitive prices, boosting the economies of developing
and industrialized countries, and encouraging human consumption. However, concerns about the
depletion of natural biotic and abiotic resources (coal, minerals, metals, wood, etc.), with consequent
challenges in supply, have brought increased attention to the way we should manage the available
resources. In this respect, waste disposal not only results in significant losses of materials but also
incurs significant impacts on the environment finally reducing the quality of life [6]. Ultimately,
this may lead to exceed certain environmental thresholds or tipping points, defined as “planetary
boundaries” by [7], affecting the current ecosystem irreversibly. Therefore, waste should be managed
so that it does not poses risks to air, water, soil, plant and animals e.g., by the release of methane or
leachate, eventually leading to impacts on human health and well-being which is absolutely to be
avoided [8]. Therefore, changing this linearity of material flows is high on the agenda as it is one of the
profound challenges the EU is facing today.
The linear “take-make-dispose” model of economic growth we relied on in the past is no longer
suited for the needs of today’s socio-economic European system (Figure 1a). A shift towards a circular
economy as an industrial system that is restorative or regenerative will increase resource efficiency
and reduce waste significantly [9]. Furthermore, the circular economy model aims to create secure
jobs in Europe, to boost innovations giving competitive advantages to EU industry and to provide
increased level of protection to humans and the environment. It should also provide consumers with
more durable and innovative products that provide monetary savings in a life cycle perspective and
a better quality of life.
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Figure 1. Linear economy (a) and Circular economy: upfront anticipation (b) and waste management (c).

Figure 1. Linear economy (a) and Circular economy: upfront anticipation (b) and waste management (c).
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A multi-level governance model is applicable in Europe (Figure 2); e.g., the EU Waste Framework
Directive describes how member states should deal with waste collection and treatment, but it is
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Figure 2. Multi-level governance structure and roles in Europe regarding municipal waste management.
Figure 2. Multi-level governance structure and roles in Europe regarding municipal waste management.
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1.3. Sustainable Urban Waste and Resource Management
Although multiple waste policies and targets have been established since the 1990s, in practice the
status of the EU economy remains far from being circular or sustainable. A good cooperation between
local, national and EU authorities and their stakeholders is needed to tackle the challenges effectively.
A key objective will be to apply the circular economy principles to European cities and metropolitan
areas, because cities are at the heart of Europe’s economy, they are large consumers of goods and
services, including the utilization of primary energy, and generators of waste. Urban systems are
open structures depending on the hinterland for several resources such as people, materials, water,
food and energy. Consequently, cities tend to produce large amounts of waste, of which most is
often transported back to the hinterlands because the urban environment has typically a limited
amount of space and to avoid that nuisance and emissions of waste management processes affect
densely populated areas, i.e., the impact of European cities extends well beyond their geographic
boundaries [13]. Cities with their need for resources are driving engines in a linear economy. However,
it is also in cities, particularly growing ones, where critique on a linear economy accumulates and where
there is experimentation with new, more circular economic models. Civil actors and consumers express
their concerns and engage. Companies see, in the transition to a circular economy, opportunities for
innovation, new exportable production techniques and business models, while reducing dependency
on imports. City governments and their administrations are following and supporting this trend with
dedicated policies to establish a more resource-efficient system. The importance of urban settlements
will only grow in the near future, as it is estimated that by 2020 almost 80% of EU citizens will be
living in cities, which will make proper WM even more challenging, specifically with the tendency
that growing cites become less dense and more dispersed [14]. On this basis, more sustainable urban
development and local waste management may improve not only the quality of life in a city, including
ecological, cultural, political, institutional, social and economic components, but indirectly generate
effects in regions located outside the city boundary.
When the objective of decision making in waste management is to contribute to sustainable
development, it is important to quantify and understand the actual impact on the environment,
on society and the economy, the short- and long-term investments and effects, and the synergies and
trade-offs across different domains [15]. After all, (local) waste management is a complex system as it
both comprises spatial and temporal variability. Waste composition and quantity change over time
due to several external factors (change in human diet, increase of human welfare, etc.) and the WM
system is spread over different geographic locations. This means that the consequences associated
with the treatment of urban waste must be considered to avoid burden shifting among different
regions. In this respect, life cycle thinking approaches are useful to holistically assess performance and
highlight burden shifting among the involved processes and regions. Equally important is to not only
consider global but also local impacts in the case of collection and treatment of waste, as it often leads
to complaints from the inhabitants regarding smell, dust, flies, increased traffic, etc.
A common agreement on a consistent sustainability framework for urban waste management
could allow an assessment and comparison between current systems and prospected changes,
thereby stimulating the current and future developments towards targeted circular economy objectives.
In this study, a framework is defined as a layered and conceptual structure, a system of interlinked rules,
ideas, or beliefs, which supports a particular approach to a specific objective. As yet there is no consensus
on how to holistically assess the sustainability of urban waste/resource management, therefore, the main
objective of this paper is to develop and propose a comprehensive, overarching sustainability framework to
support decision-making in this area, which covers social, economic, environmental, technical and political
pillars, considers local to global scale impacts, recognizes the importance of burden-shifting between
processes and locations, allows a comparative analysis among cities, acknowledges the importance
of stakeholder involvement, considers temporal changes, identifies potential synergies among sectors,
recognizes value differences between waste types, accounts for possible constraints towards implementing
new strategies and provides a basis for policy making. The framework is supported by the concept
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of life cycle thinking but it is restricted to the second perspective of circular economy as described
above, i.e., focusses on the WM system, including prevention, treatment, and production of secondary
products and is applicable to European cities in particular. Clearly, optimizing waste management alone
does not solve the linear economy problem—to “close the loop” and achieve a circular economy, it is
equally important for example to examine product designs, production systems, and consumption habits.
Nonetheless, this framework can be used to advance the assessment of urban waste management in the
endeavor of a transition towards a circular economy in Europe. The intended targeted users are the local
authorities that need to develop new strategies in relation to waste management and circularity.
Section 2 of this paper deals with a critical and systematic review of recently developed
sustainability frameworks regarding (urban) waste management to understand their specific objectives
and underlying methodology. Although none of these frameworks are developed to cover the
multitude of objectives in a holistic way (as intended by this study), it is important to investigate
the integrated methods and tools currently used, and to carefully select and adopt those methods in
a conceptual sustainability framework [16]. A consistent sustainability framework may stimulate the
development of the WM sector towards the ambitious European circular economy targets, ultimately
supporting local and regional authorities in the identification and implementation of optimal waste
and resource management strategies.
2. State-of-the-Art Overview of Sustainability Frameworks in the Context of Waste Management
There have been many attempts to analyze the sustainability of WM systems over the past decades.
The state-of-the-art review performed in this study focused on identifying existing sustainability
frameworks formulated to guide decision making in waste/resource management during the period
2007–2017 (i.e., last decade), and is therefore not exhaustive; however, it is sufficiently representative
of today’s developments in the field. The systematic review performed in ScienceDirect and Web of
Science included the following search terms: sustainability, waste, secondary resources, framework
and/or model in several combinations (minimum 2 terms), to be found in title, abstract or keywords
and further selected based on relevancy. The search for articles was done in December 2017. In total,
22 literature studies were retained (a combination of two databases), and shortly discussed as shown in
Table 1 (alphabetical order) according to following subjects/criteria (as derived based on the objectives
as mentioned in Section 1.3):

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Key objectives: the aim(s) of the study.
Urban/city focus: framework especially made to inform local authorities?
Methods/tools: which methods, indicators and eventual tools used.
Life cycle thinking approach: whether life cycle thinking was integrated.
Multi-dimensional: social, economic, political, technical, legal, environmental, or other.
Temporal variability: in terms of data collection, impact assessment, or other.
Spatial variability: in terms of data collection, impact assessment, or other.
Stakeholder involvement: during data collection, impact assessment, criteria selection, etc.
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Table 1. Description of recently developed sustainability frameworks for (urban) waste management (as mentioned by the respective authors), based on 8 topics as
shown per column.
Reference

Key Objectives

Urban/City Focus

Methods/Tools

Life Cycle Approach

Multi-Dimensional

Temporal Variability

Spatial Variability

Stakeholder Involvement

No

Location of technology and
energy demand nodes,
Territorial Units for
Statistics (NUTS) 3 level

No

[17]

Development of a methodology to
design multiple technology
bioenergy supply chains and to
select the optimum technology,
considering economic and
environmental
sustainability aspects.

No, case study on
West Midlands
region from the
United Kingdom

fuzzy multi-objective
modelling, constraint
optimization
techniques

Partly, considering
the main
supply chain

Economic (capital
investments costs
and benefits),
Environmental
(greenhouse gas
emissions),
Technological
(capacities, etc.)

[18]

A preliminary web-based
information system is developed
to analyze material flows (resource
use, waste generation) both on
national and industrial levels.
The four-layer framework
integrates information on physical
flows and economic activities with
material flow accounting and
waste input–output table analysis.

No

Economy wide Material
Flow Analysis (MFA),
Input Output analysis

Yes, material life cycle

Environmental

No

No

No

[19]

Proposing a framework of
sustainability indicators and
a metric of sustainability that
can serve as a reference for
sustainability studies of
waste-to-energy systems.

No

Life Cycle
Sustainability (LCA),
substance flow analysis,
Life Cycle Costing
(LCC), Social Life Cycle
Assessment (SLCA),
(life cycle sustainability
assessment (LCSA)

Yes

Social, Economic,
Environmental

No

No

No

[20]

Development of a Sustainable
Operations framework to guide
projects to make a proper
contribution to sustainability
without compromising on
financial rigor, e.g., by integrating
sustainable development (SD) into
industrial plant design
and operation.

No

LCA, social impact
analysis, footprinting,
multi-criteria analysis
techniques, etc.
(not a fixed-set
of methods)

Partly, depending on
the choice of methods
used to address
sustainability

Environmental
(natural), Social
(human), Economic
(manufactured,
financial capital)

No

No

Study team per project
(different backgrounds)

[21]

Development of 3-stage consistent
framework and application to the
assessment and retrofit of several
technological options for food
waste management.

No

Data envelopment
analysis
(non-parametric linear
programming), LCA,
process retrofit

Yes

Environment

No

No

No

[22]

Introducing a multi-objective
robust optimization model for
municipal solid waste
management system,
by considering all three
dimensions of sustainability.

Case study on the
Municipal Solid
Waste (MSW)
management
system of the
city of Tehran

Multi-objective
optimization model,
robust optimization
approach (uncertainty),
constraint optimization,
linear programming

No

Economic,
Environmental, Social

No

Yes, optimal localization of
disposal/recycling plants

No
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Table 1. Cont.
Reference

Key Objectives

Urban/City Focus

Methods/Tools

Life Cycle Approach

Multi-Dimensional

Temporal Variability

Spatial Variability

Stakeholder Involvement

[1]

Development of a multilayer
systems framework and scenarios
to quantify the implications of
food waste strategies on national
biomass, energy, and phosphorus
cycles, using Norway as
a case study.

No

Substance flow analysis
(biomass, phosphorous)
and energy balances

Partly, considering
the main
supply chain

Technical
(environmental)

No

Specific national data
(mass/energy flows) used
from Norway

No

[23]

This study proposes a novel,
conceptual approach that seeks to
assess how complex value is
created, destroyed and distributed
in resource recovery from waste
systems. It combines scientific and
engineering methods with
a socio-political narrative
grounded in the systems of
provision approach, and provides
a comprehensive, analytical
framework for making the
transition to
a resource-efficient future.

No

Value stream mapping,
industrial symbiosis

Yes

Economic,
Environmental,
Social, Technical

No

No

No

[24]

This paper presents a framework
for examining the most sustainable
processing options for green waste
valorization in terms of the triple
bottom line, People–Planet–Profit

No, case study on
the region Flanders
in Belgium

LCA, Analytical
Hierarchy Process
(AHP), multiple
objective mixed-integer
linear programming,
(net present value)

Yes

Economic, Social,
Environmental

No

No

Partly, stakeholders’
experiences included

[25]

This paper proposes strategic
positioning of pollution prevention
and clean production projects via
design of a sustainable
environmental management
system, ELECTRE III, that is
responsive to regulatory
requirements, and is relevant to
industry culture and
business structure.

No

Multi-criteria decision
analysis method
(electric iii)

No

Social, Economic,
Environmental

No

No

Involving decision makers
and experts to define
problems, generate
alternatives, performance
criteria and indicators

[26]

Presented in this paper is an
integrated ecological economic
assessment considering the
economic and ecological losses
and a sustainability policy-making
framework for 31 typical Chinese
cities in view of spatial variations
based on thermodynamic analysis

Yes

GIS, emergy
analysis, LCA

Yes

Environment,
Economic

No

Yes, representation of
cumulative impacts in
terms of emergy
performance on
a terrestrial map

No
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Table 1. Cont.
Reference

Key Objectives

Urban/City Focus

Methods/Tools

[27]

The “Wasteaware” Integrated
Sustainable Waste Management
(ISWM) indicators framework is
described; an innovative combined
evaluation approach is proposed
in the present paper to deal with
the issue of the performance
measurement and comparison of
UWM services in the
context of cities.

Life Cycle Approach

Multi-Dimensional

Temporal Variability

Spatial Variability

Stakeholder Involvement

Yes, case study
based on 12
different cities from
the Optimal
Territorial Ambit of
Palermo in Sicily.

ISWM indicators of
Wilson et al., 2015,
evaluation approach
(electric iii outranking
method), multi-criteria
analysis in
a non-compensative
manner

No

Technical-Operational,
Environmental,
Financial, Economic,
Socio-cultural,
Policy-legal
and Institutional

No

Yes, city-specific data
collection.

Consultation process key
stakeholders (citizens,
local administrators,
service providers),
face-to-face survey

[28]

A waste elimination framework
has been suggested as an approach
for sustainability in manufacturing
environment. The framework
contains three consecutive phases:
waste documentation, waste
analysis, and waste removal.

No

Traditional and
dynamic value stream
mapping (VSM),
root cause analysis,
failure mode and effect
analysis, AHP,
Analytic Network
Process (ANP),
Data Envelopment
Analysis (DEA), . . .

Partly, root
cause-effect chain

Not stated.

Yes, DVSM,
time recording

Yes, DVSM,
location recording

Brainstorming with experts
(root cause analysis)

[29]

A Hierarchical Analytical Network
Process (HANP) model is
demonstrated for evaluating
alternative technologies for
generating electricity from MSW
in India

No

HANP, AHP

No

Technical, Financial,
Environmental and risk
(criteria, to inform
policy makers)

No

Partly, site-specific primary
data of the situation India.

WM experts involved
(based on questionnaires)
to identify weighting
factors

[30]

This study aimed to establish
a comprehensive framework to
evaluate industrial and urban
symbiosis scenarios.

Yes, Kawasaki City
in Japan

Industrial and urban
symbiosis, material
flow analysis, emergy
analysis, life cycle
carbon footprint

Partly,
carbon footprint

Environment

No

Case study: site-specific
data (process flow
data + geographical data)

Case study: discussion
with stakeholders for data
(interviews and surveys)
and scenario design

[31]

The authors examine the factors
that give rise to food waste
throughout the food supply chain
and propose a framework to
identify and prioritize the most
appropriate options for prevention
and management of food waste.

No

Interviews

Partly, the main food
supply chain

Social, Environmental,
Economic

Partly, considers
temporality of
food (waste)

No

Interviews with food waste
specialists, they give
qualitative information,
on which the framework is
entirely built

[32]

The proposed framework, SWIT
(Sustainable Wealth creation based
on Innovation and Technology)
has been developed to provide
multiple businesses of zero-value
residue industrial ecology
processes, inserted into circular
value ecosystems, all managed and
governed by a sustainable sharing
value system for the benefit
of a community.

No

Value stream mapping,
MFA, LCA, LCC, SLCA,
Environmentally
Extended Input Output
analysis (EEIO), Cost
Benefit Analysis (CBA)

Yes

Economic,
Social-Political,
Environmental

No

Regional level.

No
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Table 1. Cont.
Reference

Key Objectives

Urban/City Focus

Methods/Tools

Life Cycle Approach

Multi-Dimensional

Temporal Variability

Spatial Variability

Stakeholder Involvement

[33]

A concept and action plan
framework is proposed to evaluate
issues surrounding the
sustainability of solid waste
management in Asian countries

No

Situation analysis

No

Political, institutional,
legal, technical,
(environment, social)

No

Partly, nationally
aggregated urban
information

Yes, public participation

[34]

In this paper, we develop and
apply a methodology for
stakeholder consultation regarding
the selection of Life Cycle
Sustainability Assessment (LCSA)
impact categories.
The methodology is based on
decision science concepts and tools
with an emphasis on the elicitation
of stakeholders’ perspectives
depicted in cognitive causal maps

No

LCA, LCC, SLCA,
Multiple-criteria
decision-making
(MCDA), Problem
structuring methods,
Strategic options
development analysis,
causal maps

Yes

Economic, Social,
Environmental

No

Partly, national level.

Stakeholder involvement
for the selection of impact
categories
(interviews, workshops)

[35]

A conceptual sustainability
framework for near-to-site
variations of cycle technological
design (to reutilize waste streams)
has been developed. Suitable
structure and characteristics for
initial technology assessment,
specifically for these cycle
technologies are presented

No

LCA, material, energy
and waste modelling,
cost indicators

Yes

Environment,
Economic, Technical

No

No

No

[36]

The paper presents an indicator set
for integrated sustainable waste
management (ISWM) in cities both
North and South, to allow
benchmarking of a city’s
performance, comparing cities and
monitoring developments over
time. The comprehensive
analytical framework of a city’s
solid waste management system is
divided into two overlapping
“triangles”—one comprising the
three physical components and the
other comprising three
governance aspects.

Yes

/

No

Economic, Social,
Environmental,
Governance

No

Partly, city-specific data

Yes, inclusivity (allowing
stakeholders to contribute
and benefit)

[2]

This paper aims to establish a
framework for assessing the
eco-efficiency of construction and
demolition waste management
performance through
eco-efficiency indicators, based on
the particular practice
of Hong Kong

No, case study on
the region
of Hong Kong

Eco-efficiency analysis,
LCA, LCC or total cost
of ownership,
full cost accounting

Yes

Economic,
Environmental

No

Partly, can be done on
company level to
supranational level

No
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Out of the 22 articles which proposed frameworks or models that analyze the sustainability of
waste management (Table 1), only five of them developed the methodology for urban systems or can
be applied to case studies dealing with waste generation from a city or municipality. These few studies
explore spatial variability, mostly by collecting site-specific data to analyze a particular situation
in terms of flows, infrastructure, population, etc. The remaining literature studies did not have an
urban focus; however, a few studies did consider spatial differentiation, often at higher levels such
as the region (e.g., NUTS) or country. Temporal variability seems more challenging, as only two
studies recognize the importance of changes over time (e.g., food quality losses over time, tracking of
location of goods/materials). However, both spatial and temporal differentiation in impact assessment
(cfr. location/time-specific characterization factors) seem to be out of the scope for the respective
frameworks under review.
From Table 1, it appears that many frameworks were developed in a general way (applicable
to multiple waste streams and systems) or focused solely on popular themes such as food waste,
municipal solid waste and waste-to-energy systems. Methods/tools commonly used based on this
review are life cycle analysis (LCA), multi-criteria and optimization techniques, flow and value
analysis methods, Life Cycle Costing (LCC) and Social Life Cycle Assessment (SLCA). This already
implies that many frameworks integrate a life cycle approach, although not always executed according
to the ISO 14040/14044 guidelines. Only 6 studies do not consider any burden related to supply
chain networks. The frameworks developed are mostly applicable in the domains of environmental
sustainability, followed by economic and social sustainability, and regularly complemented with
technical or political-legal-institutional domains. Although most frameworks operate in multiple
domains, i.e., are multi-dimensional, only half of the reviewed studies value stakeholder involvement
(e.g., by consulting stakeholders and integrating their ideas, feedback, etc.). Overall, this review
confirmed the lack of an overarching framework capable to support policy-makers in assessing the
sustainability of urban waste management systems in a holistic way. For this reason, a conceptual
framework is proposed in this study.
3. Development of a Holistic Sustainability Framework for European Urban Waste Management
The review allowed identification of key methods and tools that can be integrated fully or
in a slightly modified way in the final framework, which serves the multiple objectives of the
study. In the end, the framework developed is composed of different complementary methods that
provide enhanced understanding of sustainability of current WM system and plausible eco-innovative
scenarios, ultimately providing a fundamental support to policies and decisions.
3.1. Holistic Sustainability for Urban Waste Management: What Does It Mean?
The development of a conceptual sustainability framework for waste management based on a life
cycle thinking approach can support business, local/regional authority and policy makers in finding
resource efficient strategies to increase the economic, environmental and social performance. It is key
to start with the analysis of the present WM system, how materials are flowing through the urban and
rural parts of a city and beyond, the quantities and value of streams, the stakeholders/actors involved
and their link and proximity details, the role of land and infrastructure, etc., which is different for each
metropolitan area. Examining and mapping the current waste management system, i.e., the focus
area where the waste is produced, and the pathways of treatment and production of secondary goods
is a first step towards full transparency. The concept of life cycle thinking is introduced in waste
policy (cfr., the Waste Directive Framework; EC, [8]) to avoid burden shifting among processes and
regions [37]. It follows the 4 steps as defined in the International Organization for Standardization (ISO)
14040 guidelines: goal and scope definition, data inventory, impact assessment and interpretation.
The goal and scope phase includes a description of the intended objective(s), the chosen system
boundaries, the functional unit (FU), which represents the function of the product/service under study
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Regarding data inventory, different types of data are needed to holistically assess the sustainability
of urban waste management. The data might be either quantitative, semi-quantitative or qualitative,
either site-specific or generic data, from primary or secondary sources, though all in function of the
goal and scope of the study and the data-availability. Examples of data needs are: material and energy
flows, revenues, costs, land use and transformation, emissions and waste, social perception, nuisance
experiences, etc.
A following step is the calculation of impacts based on the data inventoried. Each process,
either foreground or background, associated with the generation of waste in the focus area generates
impacts because of the interaction with the socio-economic and natural environment. It is extremely
important to recognize the geographical spread of impacts associated with the treatment of the waste
from the focus area, further referred to as multi-geoscale impacts, to avoid a possible shift of burdens
to other regions. Another point of attention is the extent or magnitude of the impact of WM practices
and processes in general, which can be very local (close to the point of emission) or regional or spread
even further on a European or global scale. For example, the emissions of odorous compounds from a
treatment plant have a very local (micro-) impact as it affects the surrounding population. Leaching of
pollutants into ground or surface water due to landfilling can have an impact at the regional (meso-)
scale, as eutrophication can occur tens of kilometers away from the point of emission. The emissions
of greenhouse gases such as methane gas contribute to global warming, which is an impact affecting
the global population (macro impact). Table 2 further explains the difference in magnitude or spread
among the three types of multisize impacts.
Table 2. Different multisize impacts (micro/meso/macro) identified and described in terms of spatial
area and length [39,40].
Scale
Micro
Meso
Macro

Length
1 m–10 km
10 km–1000 km
>1000 km

Area
m2 –100

Description
km2

1
100 km2 –1,000,000 km2
>1,000,000 km2

Affects a local area
Affects a regional/continental area
Affect places all over the globe

On top, all these multi-geoscale and multisize types of impacts have a social, economic
and/or environmental dimension, following the three pillars of sustainability and sustainable
development, also referred to as the triple bottom line or the 3Ps: people, planet, prosperity [41].
When one pillar is weak, the system is unsustainable. Therefore, the waste management system
must be environmentally, economically and socially sustainable. Figure 4 schematically shows
that multi-geoscale processes generate multisize impacts which can be socially, economically of
environmentally oriented (multidisciplinary impacts). Differentiating these impacts based on (1) the
location of their cause, (2) their magnitude and (3) the type of impact, can help decision makers
prioritize their action on those they can effectively reduce. In principle, all these impacts need to be
accounted for to avoid burden shifting among different processes, actors and regions all over the globe.
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Apart from the spatial variability in data-inventory and impact assessment which is extremely
Apart from the spatial variability in data-inventory and impact assessment which is extremely
important for several impact categories such as eutrophication, land use, acidification, odor and
important for several impact categories such as eutrophication, land use, acidification, odor and noise,
noise, also the temporal variability is an issue of concern. For example, emissions occur at different
also the temporal variability is an issue of concern. For example, emissions occur at different moments
moments in time during the life cycle of a product or service and the related impact may happen
in time during the life cycle of a product or service and the related impact may happen instantly or
instantly or later. Temporal homogeneity of inventory data and impact assessment models is one of
later. Temporal homogeneity of inventory data and impact assessment models is one of the major
the major challenges in life cycle sustainability assessment studies as ignoring temporal differences
challenges in life cycle sustainability assessment studies as ignoring temporal differences may lead to
may lead to large uncertainties and misleading conclusions in real practice [42]. It is also important
large uncertainties and misleading conclusions in real practice [42]. It is also important to identify key
to identify key parameters that are influenced by time, e.g., population density and waste
parameters that are influenced by time, e.g., population density and waste composition, to estimate
composition, to estimate alternative scenarios or to predict future scenarios.
alternative scenarios or to predict future scenarios.
In addition to social, economic and environmental sustainability aspects, equally important is
In addition to social, economic and environmental sustainability aspects, equally important is
the technical performance of the system (e.g., recycling rates, energy recovery, frequency of
the technical performance of the system (e.g., recycling rates, energy recovery, frequency of collection,
collection, treatment capacities) and the political environment (e.g., the governance decision
treatment capacities) and the political environment (e.g., the governance decision structure, regulatory
structure, regulatory control, existing national and European legislation and guidelines). Often,
control, existing national and European legislation and guidelines). Often, stakeholders are consulted
stakeholders are consulted during policy making to increase transparency and to make legislation
during policy making to increase transparency and to make legislation more targeted and coherent.
more targeted and coherent. Consultations—together with impact assessments, evaluations and
Consultations—together with impact assessments, evaluations and expertise—are a key tool for policy
expertise—are a key tool for policy making [43]. However, stakeholder involvement (citizens, SMEs,
making [43]. However, stakeholder involvement (citizens, SMEs, big enterprises, local authority,
big enterprises, local authority, etc.) is also important to collect full-scale technology data, to identify
etc.) is also important to collect full-scale technology data, to identify relevant impact categories
relevant impact categories and indicators, scenario development, complex-value assessment and to
and indicators, scenario development, complex-value assessment and to develop aggregation and
develop aggregation and weighting criteria. A stakeholder mapping exercise must be carried out in
weighting criteria. A stakeholder mapping exercise must be carried out in advance to carefully select
advance to carefully select individuals or organizations that would potentially be impacted by or
individuals or organizations that would potentially be impacted by or have interest in the sustainable
have interest in the sustainable operation of urban waste management [44].
operation of urban waste management [44].
3.2. Selection of Methods According to the Objectives
3.2.1. Classification: Types of Methods
The ambition is to inform policy makers on urban waste management potentials by developing
a holistic sustainability framework which integrates carefully selected methods that recently
appeared in literature. The conceptual framework is built on 6 main types of methods as visualized
in Figure 5.
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3.2.2. Retained Methods
3.2.2. Retained Methods
The review of frameworks that aim to analyze the sustainability of waste management systems
The review of frameworks that aim to analyze the sustainability of waste management systems
and screening of methods allowed identification and careful selection of those that fit the overall
and screening of methods allowed identification and careful selection of those that fit the overall
objective. In essence, each of the selected methods should provide further insight on the subject being
objective. In essence, each of the selected methods should provide further insight on the subject being
explored, i.e., the methods are complementary rather than rival. Following paragraphs describe the
explored, i.e., the methods are complementary rather than rival. Following paragraphs describe the
selected methods, per category as identified before. The purpose of each of the selected methods
selected methods, per category as identified before. The purpose of each of the selected methods
within the final framework and their interrelations, i.e., how they complement each other to
within the final framework and their interrelations, i.e., how they complement each other to ultimately
ultimately reach the objectives of the study, is broadly discussed.
reach the objectives of the study, is broadly discussed.
Scenario Analysis and Development Methods
This category includes methods capable to visualize and/or (semi-)quantify flows or stocks or
actors of a particular situation (the WM process of waste generated in a specific city), taking place in
the past, present or future. Moreover, methods able to develop circular economy scenarios are
included. These methods do not (or only indirectly) provide any information regarding possible
impacts on the anthropogenic system and/or natural ecosystem.
•

Material and Energy Flow Analysis (MEFA)
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Scenario Analysis and Development Methods
This category includes methods capable to visualize and/or (semi-)quantify flows or stocks or
actors of a particular situation (the WM process of waste generated in a specific city), taking place in
the past, present or future. Moreover, methods able to develop circular economy scenarios are included.
These methods do not (or only indirectly) provide any information regarding possible impacts on the
anthropogenic system and/or natural ecosystem.

• Material and Energy Flow Analysis (MEFA)
MEFA combines material flow analysis (MFA) and energy flow analysis (EFA), and is a method
particularly used to quantify the inputs (material, thus substances and goods, and energy) and outputs
(products, waste, emissions) of the processes of a particular scenario, defined in space and time (waste
collection and corresponding treatment chain, and its supply processes) by focusing on one or several
materials/substances [46]. Both methods must be applied at process level; however, likewise their system
boundary can consist of geographical borders, which makes it interesting to quantify the total amount of
a particular type of waste generated within specific city/district boundaries (Figure S1 in Supplementary
Materials). MFA/EFA indicators can inform on the fate of materials or energy within the anthropogenic
system, e.g., percentage of materials/energy imported/exported, the required volume of landfill [47] or
recycling rates of materials [48]. They can evaluate how a region or a process chain performs in terms of
material/energy management and cover therefore the technical performance of the system, but they do
not characterize the impacts (cause-effect relationship) in a quantitative manner [15,49].

• Value Stream Mapping (VSM)
Additional to MEFA, Value Stream Mapping (VSM) can add flows of information to a product next
to materials and energy flows as it makes its way through the value stream. Information flows may
include statistics, data on frequency of collection, treatment capacity, high heating values, chemical
compositions, number of employees, etc. The VSM perspective embraces a broader picture, not just
optimizing the individual processes, but rather the whole system at once. VSM can model how value
is transferred, transformed, created and destroyed across the system. For example, recycling processes
are often responsible for material quality loss. It is, therefore, important to assess the quality of
secondary resources, as this dramatically affects their technical functions and the related substitution
effect on virgin market products [32].

• Stakeholder Analysis (SA)
Stakeholder analysis or stakeholder mapping identifies all the stakeholders that are the interested
parties in a project/product/process/service—the people who affect and influence it, as well as those
who will be influenced by it. Although this is a vital first step in any participatory exercise, stakeholders
are often identified and selected on an ad hoc basis. This has the potential to marginalize important
groups, bias results and jeopardize long-term viability and support for the process. Therefore, it is
important to not overlook stakeholders (affected individuals, groups or organizations). Identifying
stakeholders is usually an iterative process, during which additional stakeholders are added as the
analysis continues. Commonly used methods to identify stakeholders are described in [50]. Combining
MEFA/VSM and SA provides a holistic picture of a particular urban waste management scenario
(a snapshot in time and space).

• Urban and Industrial Symbiosis (UIS)
This method is used to assist in the development of possible circular economy scenarios, by identifying
symbiosis opportunities; specific possibilities arising from geographic proximity of urban and industrial
areas to use physical resources discarded in urban areas (“wastes”) as alternative raw material or
energy. Overall, the exchange of products, materials, water, energy, waste, etc. (link with MEFA)
between different actors such as households, small and medium-sized enterprises and neighborhoods,
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are visualized and improvements towards resource consumptions and waste treatment can be made
(Figure S2 in Supplementary Materials). By this it provides information that is relevant to find spatial nearby
possibilities for symbiotic use of resources and waste, which can go beyond traditional industrial symbiosis,
but could include public and non-commercial actors. Moreover, it implies the development of new social
interactions and technological innovations that offers different ways to meet society’s demand for products
and services [51].

• Geographic Information System Based Spatial Analysis (GSA)
Sustainable urban development and waste management requires insights into the specific spatial
configurations to understand the current WM practices and future opportunities. Spatial analysis
includes methods and techniques, which are used to study entities using their topological, geometric,
or geographic properties.
Within waste and secondary resource management, Geographic Information System (GIS) traditionally
supports tasks such as assessing the demand of waste disposal, optimizing waste collection routes, siting
landfills or other waste treatment facilities. Furthermore, Vanderhaegen and Muro [52] recognized that
GIS may potentially be beneficial in describing the baseline conditions, cumulative impact identification,
prediction of impact magnitude, visualization, public consultation and participation and thereby link
industrial economy and spatial planning. Spatial analysis allows the addition of location-specific data on
flows and related activities. Moreover, it allows assessing the impacts not only of the whole system but also
on sub-parts of the system, which is crucial for making spatial plans and actor involvement. As within
spatial planning processes, different actors have different geographies of interest.
Further improvement, which is achieved through advanced spatial analyses, is acquiring a better
understanding of the influence that specific spatial configurations of urbanized areas have on both
the existing waste management system as well as the potential for urban and industrial symbioses.
One example of overcoming the simplistic city/countryside models of the spatial organization of
settlements is the classification of territories-in-between, having spatial and programmatic characteristics
of both urban and rural areas, also referred to peri-urban areas. Wandl et al. [53] developed a spatial
selection method to delineate urban, peri-urban and rural areas, based on demographic and land cover
data. Identifying the more complex spatial structure of metropolitan areas is important, as it may provide
information to spatial planners and local governments about opportunities for improvement regarding
waste and resource management and its effect on livability and spatial quality, which is nowadays most
often based on an urban/rural understanding of space.

• Foresight Methods (ForeS)
Foresight methods are important for future scenario development with reference to a particular
situation, nowadays or in the past. The selection of a method depends on many factors—the context of
the forecast, the relevance and availability of historical data, the degree of accuracy desirable, the period
to be forecasted, the cost/ benefit (or value) of the forecast to the ordering party, and the time available
for making the analysis. Mainly two types of methods exist: quantitative foresight methods such
as S-curve analyses, analogies, experience curves, applying discount rates, and different sorts of
extrapolations of time series [54–56], mainly applicable for short-term forecasting and qualitative
foresight methods or judgmental methods such as literature reviews, expert panels, scenarios, futures
workshops and Delphi surveys [57], applicable for long-term and tentative prospective analyses.
Quantitative methods generate what-if scenario’s, rather well-known situations based on existing
data while the qualitative methods generate cornerstone scenarios which does not necessarily give
quantified results.
Trends in technology innovation and development are measured by technology foresight
techniques (such as road mapping), which does not only entail the forecasting of technology
performances but provides a holistic approach to anticipate the future challenges and opportunities
related to technological developments, e.g., in the field of waste management. The goal is to support
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current strategic discussion and decision-making rather than predicting precisely. Foresight methods
develop a well-informed context for current decisions [58].
Methods for Impact Assessment
These methods perform the assessment of selected potential impacts in a sustainability framework
(could include environmental, economic or social impacts, multisize and/or multi-geoscale impacts).
Both risk assessment (RA) and life cycle sustainability assessment (LCSA) are commonly used analytical
tools that proved their worth in supporting waste management decision-making processes [19,59,60].
On top, these methods can be applied in parallel to provide integrated assessment results.

• Risk Assessment (RA)
The aim of RA is to address the question of whether the risks from an activity or product are
acceptable. According to [61], two types of risk assessment studies exist: accident risk assessment
which evaluates the potential impacts associated with unexpected incidents (e.g., due to explosions,
fires, etc.) on the studied site and is more related to safety measures and chemical risk assessment
which quantifies the exposure (magnitude and duration) of the local environment and people to
chemicals. On one side, RA can evaluate the potential adverse effects that human activities have on
natural ecosystems, and indirectly the functioning of the ecosystem itself (ecological risk assessment
(ERA)) or the potential human health risks to people, both workers and the public, that may now, or at
some time in the future, be exposed to a certain chemical substance (Human health risk assessment;
HRA). Because RA is used to evaluate potential risks of specific substances under specific conditions by
taking local details into consideration, it provides a basis for comparing different waste management
options from an environmental/human health point of view, enabling decision-makers to gain a better
understanding and develop strategies for a sustainable development [62]. RA can be regarded as a tool
that supports environmental impact assessment (EIA) as it identifies the frequency, causes, extent,
severity of exposure to humans or ecosystems [63]. However, while having a dedicated focus on
emissions of hazardous goods/substances and associated risks for specific targets, RA is not suitable
to assess the fate of chemicals at higher geographic scales (region, continent, and global). In addition,
RA does not assess the risks connected to resource extraction from the environment [64], as illustrated
in Figure S3 in Supplementary Materials.

• Life Cycle Sustainability Assessment (LCSA)
A comprehensive life cycle-based assessment towards sustainability is represented by the LCSA
assessment framework developed by [65], and recently updated by Valdivia et al. (2011), where LCSA
combines life cycle assessment (LCA), environmental life cycle costing (ELCC) and social life cycle
assessment (SLCA). The three methods (LCA, ELCC and SLCA) are often used in isolation, but under
the requirement of keeping the same system boundary, they can be applied in parallel.
a. Life cycle Assessment (LCA)
This methodology compares the environmental impact of products, processes, systems or
services over its entire life cycle (production, use and end-of-life phase) for predefined system
boundaries and functional unit, cfr. product-LCA. Two types of LCA approaches exist: top-down
and bottom-up (also referred to as process-based). The latter differs from top-down LCAs in the
approach and related datasets used to model the system under assessment: while top-down uses
national input-output (IO) economic tables to derive the impacts of a sector or industry, process-based
(bottom-up) pieces together the individual unit-processes composing the supply/management chain.
It is generally acknowledged that process-based LCA is most suited to assess the sustainability of
WM systems because of: (i) the detailed process-specific analysis enabling to better describe technical
performances; (ii) the intrinsic ability to identify potential trade-offs that occur between life-cycle stages;
(iii) the possibility to rigorously assess and eventually optimize the performance of the individual
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unit-processes composing the system; (iv) efficiently comparing multiple similar products/services,
etc. [66]. International standards for process-based LCA have been developed, e.g., the ISO standards
14040, 14044, and the Product Environmental Footprint (PEF) [67–69]. Furthermore, handbooks
with guidelines on how to conduct LCA are available [70–72]. These documents explain the LCA
terminology, principles and the four methodological phases (cfr. Section 3.1). However, despite the
availability of a harmonized general LCA framework, it is important to be aware of the limitations
of the methodology and to understand that the information it generates is neither fully complete,
nor absolutely objective or accurate. Many (methodological) choices may be influenced by the values
and perspectives of the LCA practitioner.
When LCA is applied to the waste management sector, further referred to waste-LCA, as opposed
to product LCA, it aims at assessing the environmental impacts along the life cycle of interconnected
waste management technologies based on a specific waste composition and starting from the generation
of waste to the final disposal [73]. This type of LCA is typically used to compare various treatment
options or technical solutions. An intrinsic part of a WM system is the co-production of several useful
products, such as electricity, heat and secondary materials, i.e., there is a need to apply the attributional
or consequential LCA approach [74]. In most of the cases, LCA studies on waste management prefer
to apply system expansion (substitution principle) over allocation techniques, as highlighted in recent
reviews [75–77], i.e., the consequential approach is preferred over attributional one. The choice follows
the ISO guidelines [67]. Although the advantage of a consequential system expansion approach is
the fact that it strives to represent the actual consequences of the waste scenarios assessed, i.e., of the
potential decision to be taken, a major challenge is the identification of the affected market processes
(i.e., the marginal technologies/products), as repeatedly highlighted in recent reviews of waste
management LCAs [75–77]. The choice of the marginal suppliers typically brings along scenario
uncertainties that need to be assessed with sensitivity analyses to test the criticality of the choices taken
to the results [78,79].
Despite the high resolution on individual processes and technologies, process-based LCA is
nevertheless often applied to provide a broad perspective, e.g., for global impact evaluation [80] as
shown in Figure S3 in Supplementary Materials. However, many local impacts occur in the WM sector,
such as odor, noise, etc., which are highly relevant for those living nearby the treatment facilities.
In this context, RA could be used as it has a remarkably narrow and local focus and is more suitable
for evaluation of site- and time-dependent conditions. Therefore, RA methodology can be integrated
in the impact assessment step of LCA, for the development of spatially-differentiated characterizations
factors which allows a better accounting of local impacts. On top, GSA and foresight techniques may be
used in the LCIA step, to include temporal and spatial information in the characterization factors (CFs).
For example, Taelman et al. [81] calculated spatially-differentiated CFs based on GIS-based net primary
production data to account for land use as a natural resource in LCA. Levasseur et al. [82] introduce
the concept of dynamic LCA, where the temporal profiles of emission are considered, and a dynamic
characterization model is used to obtain time-dependent CFs.
b. Life Cycle Costing (LCC)
An economic analysis used in combination with a LCA and with equivalent system boundaries
is LCC, a method used to calculate the total costs and revenues of a product, process or an activity
over its lifespan, such as purchase price and all associated costs (delivery, installation, insurance, etc.),
operating costs, including energy, fuel and water use, spares and maintenance, and end-of-life costs
(such as decommissioning or disposal) or residual value (i.e., revenue from sale of product). One aspect
that can be challenging is that LCC attempts to capture all costs across the life cycle, and some costs
are borne by different actors with very different perspectives of the costs and potentially conflicting
goals. An LCC may also be conducted to inform decision making on the cost borne by a particular
actor present in the system. When performing LCC and LCA together, it is very important to avoid
double counting: as explained in [83,84], LCC can be distinguished into conventional, environmental,
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and societal. While conventional LCC only accounts for the financial costs (i.e., internal budget
costs and transfers, i.e., taxes, fees, and pecuniary externalities), environmental LCC consists of
a conventional LCC analysis complemented with a parallel (classic) LCA analysis where environmental
impacts are separately accounted for and reported. In the environmental LCC, the transfers should
be included either in the LCC or LCA part, and externalities are not accounted for (except for those
external costs that are expected to be internalized because of e.g., legislation, polluter pays principles).
This provides a snapshot of economic alongside environmental burdens associated with a specific
scenario, albeit the two aspects are reported separately. Lastly, societal LCA merges conventional LCC
and (environmental) LCA results into one single result where internal budget costs are summed to
external costs (i.e., the environmental impacts from the LCA are monetized as well as any other known
externalities; transfers are excluded) using the so-called shadow prices. Economic life-cycle inventory
faces many of the same data access and quality issues faced in LCA. Notably, robust data on shadow
prices are lacking and only exist for a limited number of environmental emissions [83]. For this reason,
we retain only environmental LCC (ELCC) in our proposed framework. Procedures for interpretation,
communication, and review of the ELCC results are analogous to those for LCA.
c. Social Life Cycle Assessment (SLCA)
Social and sociological aspects of products, their actual and potential positive as well as negative
impacts along the life cycle on human well-being, can be assessed by SLCA (least mature field of
LCSA), which can complement LCA and ELCC. Although SLCA follows the ISO 14040 framework,
some aspects differ, are more common or are amplified at each phase of the study. The UNEP Guidelines
for Social Life Cycle Assessment of Products proposes a methodology to develop life cycle inventories.
A life cycle inventory is elaborated for indicators (e.g., number of jobs created) linked to impact
categories (e.g., local employment) which are related to five main stakeholder groups (e.g., [i] worker;
[ii] consumer; [iii] local community; [iv] society and [v] value chain actors). While, an LCA and
ELCC will mainly focus on collecting information on (mostly) physical quantities and monetary
flows related to the product and its production/use and disposal, a SLCA will collect additional
information on organization related aspects along the chain [85]. The importance of understanding
social characteristics of supply chains have been increasingly recognized and lately many developments
in the field allow a better quantification of these aspects, e.g., through the development of databases
such as PSILCA [86] containing social information [87].
Methods to Prioritize
The following methods help to prioritize the results of certain impacts, e.g., between different
impact categories or within a particular impact category. These methods assist in the comparison
between scenarios because they deal with issues of weighting and normalizing individual results.
This comes from the need to synthetize the results of the assessment to facilitate comparisons and
communication to stakeholders/decision makers [88].

• Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP)
The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is an effective tool for dealing with complex decision
making and may aid the decision maker to set priorities and make the best decision. By reducing
complex decisions to a series of pairwise comparisons, and then synthesizing the results, the AHP
helps to capture both subjective and objective aspects of a decision. In addition, the AHP incorporates
a useful technique for checking the consistency of the decision maker’s evaluations, thus reducing
the bias in the decision-making processes. The AHP considers a set of evaluation criteria, and a set of
alternative options among which the best decision is to be made (Figure S4 in Supplementary Materials).
It is important to note that, since some of the criteria could be contrasting, it is not true in general that
the best option is the one which optimizes each single criterion, rather the one which achieves the
most suitable trade-off among the different criteria (e.g., social, economic, environmental, technical
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pillars). The AHP generates a weight for each evaluation criterion according to the decision maker’s
pairwise comparisons of the criteria. The higher the weight, the more important the corresponding
criterion. Next, for a fixed criterion, the AHP assigns a score to each scenario (alternative) according to
the decision maker’s pairwise comparisons of the scenarios based on that criterion. The higher the
score, the better the performance of the alternative with respect to the considered criterion. Finally,
the AHP combines the criteria weights and the scenario scores, thus determining a global score for
each option, and a consequent ranking. The global score for a given alternative is a weighted sum of
the scores it obtained with respect to all the criteria.

• Constraint Optimization (CO)
Constraint optimization methods consider several system constraints such as the service or
demands to be fulfilled (e.g., waste to be treated per year or energy-carriers to be generated, etc.),
the technological capacities available or projected depending on the scope, and the legislative
barriers/bans that are imposed on the system, and later derive optimal solutions on the basis of targeted
objectives, for example minimizing global warming and costs, maximizing job opportunities, etc. In this
context, advanced multi-objective formulations enable to find the pareto-optimal solution across the
considered targeted objectives simultaneously (Figure S4 in Supplementary Materials). Different
state-of-the-art modelling techniques exist for this, some of which permit to avoid weighting of the
objectives, for example by defining upper and lower bounds for allowable/acceptable impacts and
then deriving the optimum in this space as illustrated in [89]. This can be further advanced with other
approaches for “structuring” the results such as AHP, to prioritize specific impact categories/objectives.
CO can be used during scenario development, to consider possible constraints, and to analyze
a scenario for feasibility and practical implementability and can also be used to identify efficient
trade-offs in place of traditional weighting.
Policy Making Methods (Polmak)
Understanding the policy making and implementation process is important to potentially integrate
research results [90]. Policy-making is a five stage process; agenda setting (based on a public problem or
issue), policy formulation (policy makers formulate legislative, regulatory, or programmatic strategies to
address the problem), policy adoption (from policy proposals to adopt a particular solution in the form
of laws or bureaucratic rules), policy implementation (establishment of procedures, writing guidance
documents, and issue grants-in-aid to other government bodies) and policy evaluation (analysis whether
or not the policy addresses the original problem), Figure S5 in Supplementary Materials. Evaluation may
reveal a need for revisions in policy, a need for changes in implementation, or even a whole new policy.
It may also reveal new problems in need of policy solutions [91]. During policy development, stakeholder
engagement is a meaningful part of formulating and implementing legislation because the stakeholders
are those for whom such policy is designed to provide benefits, and/or on whom it imposes constraints.
Stakeholder Involvement Methods (SI)
Once the stakeholders are identified (cfr. stakeholder analysis), stakeholder involvement and active
participation is crucial in each of the steps previously described: scenario analysis and development
(e.g., by identifying innovative technologies), impact assessment modelling (e.g., during impact category
and indicator selection), prioritization steps (e.g., by expressing their preference regarding weighting
factors among different disciplines) and policy making (e.g., by clarifying their current issues and needs
in society). Several participatory methods are commonly used, including questionnaire and telephone
surveys, community workshops, public meetings and public comments opportunities [92].
Structuring Methods
Methods or tools to organize sophisticated empirical scientific research, help stakeholders to
articulate and structure challenges and support transdisciplinary knowledge at a level appropriate
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for policy and decision making [93]. The Driving forces—Pressures—States—Impacts—Responses
(DPSIR) Framework is the latest version of indicator frameworks developed by the Organization for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) [94]. This framework reveals a chain of causal links
starting with “driving forces” (economic sectors, human activities) through “pressures” (emissions,
waste) to “states” (physical, chemical and biological) and “impacts” on e.g., ecosystems, human health
and functions, eventually leading to political “responses” (prioritization, target setting, indicators),
Figure S6 in Supplementary Materials. Describing the causal chain from driving forces to impacts
and responses is a complex task, and tends to be broken down into sub-tasks, e.g., by considering the
pressure-state relationship separately. This framework can easily be applied to the waste/secondary
resource sector as illustrated/done in [95] or [96]. Although this is developed mainly to address
environmental sustainability, it can as well be a basis for the calculation of social, economic and
technical aspects [97]. The DPSIR framework forms the basis of the holistic sustainability framework
for urban waste management, as it enables a structure for indicators, methods, criteria and objectives,
also including the responses on policy and society level.
3.3. Sustainability Framework
The proposed sustainability framework for urban waste management in European cities, which
evaluates multi-geoscale, multisize and multidisciplinary impacts, has the final aim of supporting
policy and decision making. Table 3 provides a clear overview of the main purpose of each of the
selected methods within the framework. The DPSIR framework had been chosen to provide the
overall structure of the conceptual framework, the latter being iterative. The responses may initiate
new driving forces, which are different among individuals, companies, nations, etc. and they can
be either primary (e.g., the need for food, low unemployment level) or secondary (e.g., the need for
entertainment, faster mobility, etc.). Waste generation is for example extremely dependent on driving
forces such as urban population growth, socio-economic development, and changes in consumption
patterns. Driving forces lead to human activities such as transportation or food production, i.e., results
of meeting a demand. These activities lead to pressures, which influence the state and consequentially
causes impacts on society and environment, which may evoke new responses.
A starting point of this framework is a quantitative description of the current situation, a snapshot
in time and space: the analysis of the WM system as it is today, based on (a) targeted waste stream(s)
which is (are) generated in the focus area. This scenario is the basis for performing any sustainability
impact assessment or further scenario development. This “base case” scenario needs to be analyzed in
terms of physical and non-physical flows, the foreground and background processes and stakeholders,
next to spatial, cultural and demographic characteristics. However, as the goal is “to perform better”
in terms of overall sustainability, the key question is: what are the current bottlenecks, and which are
the most promising eco-innovative scenarios? Therefore, a first step is to develop feasible alternative
scenarios, based on circular economy principles, and accordingly analyze them in the same way as
the basis scenario of the current waste management system. To do so, a set of scenario analysis and
development methods was proposed, to be used complementary to each other providing the most
comprehensive information. Each of these scenarios generates different pressures (e.g., excessive use of
natural resources, increased prices because of low availabilities, difficult labor conditions). Because of
the pressures of the different scenarios, the “state” or quality of the natural environment, the economic
performance and/or human health and well-being is affected. In other words, changes in the state may
have “impacts” such as on the functioning of ecosystems, their life supporting abilities, and ultimately
on human health and on the economic and social performance of society [97].
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Table 3. Overview of the selected methods, and description of their main function in the overall framework.
Type of Methods

Method
MEFA
VSM

Scenario analysis
and development

Impact assessment

Prioritizing
Policy making

Main Function in Framework
Quantifies and visualizes material and energy flows within the different scenarios.
Adds information flows (value) to the different scenarios.

SA

Identifies the stakeholders that are influenced by/able to influence decisions regarding
waste management.

UIS

Identifies opportunities to exchange material/energy/waste between urban and industrial
areas and supports the development of circular economy scenarios.

GSA

Shapes the scenarios from a spatial point of view and provides information to develop
spatially-differentiated CFs for impact assessment.

ForeS

Enables the development of scenarios that are snapshots of the future.

LCA

Calculates environmental impacts, based on a life cycle perspective.

ELCC

Calculates economic impacts, based on a life cycle perspective.

SLCA

Calculates social impacts, based on a life cycle perspective.

AHP

Helps in prioritizing among different scenarios based on selected criteria.

CO
Polmak

Stakeholder
involvement

SI

Structuring

DPSIR

Useful to analyze conflicting objectives and to systematically identify efficient trade-offs.
Provides a better understanding of the policy making process.
Multi-stakeholder involvement, i.e., integrating their ideas, knowledge, preferences,
concerns, etc., is crucial in every step of the framework.
Provides the overall structure of the framework.

When the ultimate goal is to improve the sustainability of the waste management system, at least
the three pillars of sustainability should be addressed (Economy, Society and Environment); however,
also the technical domain is extremely valuable as it identifies in an accessible way to discover when
and to what extent a scenario reaches the policy targets set (e.g., target for recycling 65% of municipal
waste by 2030 or a ban on landfilling of separately collected waste). These 4 pillars are considered the
level 1 criteria according to the AHP approach. Level 2 criteria (sub criteria) on the other hand are the
separate indicators, such as acidification, odor nuisance, job creation, child labor, capital investments,
etc. In this respect, LCA, ELCC, SLCA and RA are methods that can be used in a combined way to cover
the pillars and subcategories, to assess different types of impacts (multidisciplinary, multi-geoscale
and multisize) in a (semi-) quantitative way, for each of the developed scenarios.
These methods are used to generate results along the cause-effect chain, which are then aggregated and
eventually weighted to identify the best scenarios. The weighting is strongly affected by the decision maker’s
interest. The weighted sum of the scores of each (sub)criteria is the global score for one scenario, that way
all scenarios with the same system boundary can be compared, i.e., based on pair-wise comparisons among
the criteria, a ranking order of preference could be established (cfr. AHP method). However, as mentioned
before, it may happen that not all scenarios are feasible to be implemented in practice, due to some technical,
legislative, or other, constraints. Therefore, the CO method may be used to explicitly reflect the system- and
process-specific constraints imposed upon the optimal solutions, to analyze possible conflicting objectives
and to systematically identify trade-offs across multiple objectives [89,98]. The responses by society or
policy makers are then the result of an undesired impact or the transition towards the most sustainable
option. Responses can affect any part of the chain between driving forces and impacts, cfr. iterative
model [97]. An example of a response related to urban waste management is the development of a policy
to improve the separate waste collection system, to avoid food losses along the chain, enforcement of
landfill taxes, development of an advanced waste treatment technology, concrete measures to promote
re-use and stimulate industrial symbiosis—turning one industry’s by-product into another industry’s raw
material, economic incentives for producers to put greener products on the market and support recovery
and recycling schemes (e.g., for packaging, batteries, electric and electronic equipment, vehicles).
A major challenge in meeting sustainability goals is to strengthen cross-sectoral and trans-boundary
developments in the field, where stakeholder participation, coordination, and commitment beyond
narrow self-interest is required [99]. As can be seen from Figure 6, it is recommended to involve
stakeholders in every step, from scenario development to policy making. The paradigm is that the
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community is at the center of what foremost needs to be protected, the community as it exists today
though also considering the needs of future generations. The stakeholders, including the community,
should be empowered to influence and share control over development initiatives and political decisions.
The respective stakeholders must be involved in identifying and shaping eco-innovative solutions to
ongoing waste management problems, to select and weight LCSA impact categories and interpret broad
environmental issues interlinked with economic and social aspects, and support decision making for long
lasting
development solutions within the community’s capacities [34].
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Sustainable development and resource efficiency ranks high on the European political agenda,
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scientific sound evidence for decision- and/or policy-making in the field of waste management, to
and scientific sound evidence for decision- and/or policy-making in the field of waste management,
identify preferable WM scenarios for different cities or municipalities and to complement existing
to identify preferable WM scenarios for different cities or municipalities and to complement existing
waste management insights. The concept of Life Cycle Thinking (LCT) is introduced to assess the
performance of waste management in terms of impact by considering the whole supply chain, from
raw material extraction and conversion, manufacture and distribution, use and/or consumption, to
treatment and disposal. Key is to avoid burden shifting, among geographical regions, unit processes,
or impact categories/sustainability pillars. However, as the LCT-based tools such as LCA were mainly
developed to quantify regional/global impacts, also risk assessment is identified as an important
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waste management insights. The concept of Life Cycle Thinking (LCT) is introduced to assess the
performance of waste management in terms of impact by considering the whole supply chain, from raw
material extraction and conversion, manufacture and distribution, use and/or consumption, to treatment
and disposal. Key is to avoid burden shifting, among geographical regions, unit processes, or impact
categories/sustainability pillars. However, as the LCT-based tools such as LCA were mainly developed
to quantify regional/global impacts, also risk assessment is identified as an important method to measure
local impacts. Quantifying the latter is extremely important for local government to determine and
execute measures in the context of circular economy. Their authority is restricted to a city’s administrative
boundaries, i.e., it is important to have a clear vision on the possibilities within their authorized region,
to reduce local impacts, and improve inter-municipal collaboration, while for national government
agencies it is important to reach the targets set by the European Commission (EC).
Furthermore, the framework highlights the importance of spatial and temporal differentiation,
constraints identification, as well as the value/quality of flows. This is particularly important in respect
to secondary goods produced from waste. Indeed, knowing their quality is essential as this determines
the actual market substitution effect on virgin products, thus the overall displacement (circularity)
effect. On top, the involvement of stakeholders from scenario development, to impact assessment and
policy making is recognized.
After careful evaluation of the available frameworks, it appeared that none of them was
comprehensive enough to cover the objectives of this study. This does not necessarily disqualify
their use, but, rather highlights their limitations. Overall, the framework proposed here is expected to
provide guidance and structure on the use of methods to perform a holistic sustainability assessment
of UWM and assists in European policy-making. This framework is ought to be easily transferable to
other sectors (instead of waste management).
5. Discussions and Recommendations for Future Developments
Apart from the advantages that the development of a comprehensive sustainability framework
may bring to the WM sector, it also implies an increased level of complexity, consequently demanding
much time and resources (e.g., employees, software, knowledge, etc.). Somehow, a trade-off needs to be
found between time and resource spending and the expected outcome of the research, with respect to
an efficient allocation of means. However, the recommendations for further development as described
below may reduce extensive resource and time usage.
5.1. Data Availability and Quality
To develop and analyze specific urban waste management scenarios, a significant amount of data
is required, e.g., the source (households, small businesses, industrial plants, etc.), the amount of waste
generated, the composition and value of waste and secondary goods, the direct and indirect emissions
to water, soil and air, the geographical location of unit processes, the actors involved, the costs and
revenues, etc. Other than for screening sustainability studies, there is a preference for collecting primary
scenario-specific data in a bottom-up manner for detailed case studies (i.e., spatial and temporal
differentiated inventory data, ideally measured, at both a unit-process and organization-level) rather
than collecting aggregated top-down information and usage of average default values from secondary
data sources such as estimations based on models, prior measurements, and published data [102].
This data is characterized not only by quantitative, but also by qualitative and semi-quantitative
information. However, scenario development and analysis, as well as in impact assessment,
clear guidelines on integrating GIS and forecasting supported tools is missing, which hampers a fast
and efficient implementation and development of spatially/temporally-differentiated characterization,
normalization or weighting factors, or site-specific data collection [103,104]. However, it must be
said that there are many recent attempts to improve spatial/temporal differentiation in the field.
For example, datasets with supply chain information such as ecoinvent v3.3 have made an important
effort to differentiate the products supply chain flows and processes into the different geographic
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markets (consisting then of a mixture of countries). By using these, it is possible to have a geographic
information on the impact occurrence (i.e., where). Other datasets such as the social hotspot database,
GABI database, Agri-footprint, etc. do not yet contain this specific information. Yet, the emissions
of waste management facilities may be very local, e.g., noise and smell. These are typically not
included in current datasets for intrinsic difficulties in achieving good and reliable qualitative data.
However, this data could be provided with dedicated studies/projects on urban waste management,
e.g., by projects funded under WASTE-6b-2015—Eco-innovative strategies program.
Apart from data availability, also the quality of data is important as it affects the quality of decision
support in the end. The level of data quality can be quantified in an uncertainty analysis. According
to [105], there are 4 types of uncertainty: parameter or data uncertainty, model uncertainty, scenario
uncertainty and uncertainty due to simplification. There are many kinds of approaches to deal with
uncertainty; the scientific approach (e.g., laboratory tests to measure the Lethal Concentrations (LC50)
to be used for the characterization model), the constructivist approach (stakeholder involvement),
the legal approach (relying on policy documents such as ISO or United States Environmental
Protection Agency), the statistical approach (e.g., Monte Carlo analysis or fuzzy set theory). However,
although concerns about the quality of data for sustainability assessment have been raised for many
years, the assessment of this quality is still not a standard feature, and systematic and comprehensive
uncertainty analysis is still lacking in most case studies and databases [106].
5.2. Life Cycle Sustainability Assessment as A Tool for Policy Making
LCSA has received increasing attention over the past years mainly due to its comprehensiveness,
while at the same time, its exact meaning, content and objectives are not always sufficiently
transparent [107]. While using (environmental) LCA to measure the environmental dimension
of sustainability is widespread, similar approaches for the economic (LCC) and the social (SLCA)
dimensions of sustainability have still limited application worldwide. ISO guidelines specify the
framework for LCA that consists out of 4 phases, and which is applicable to (e)LCC and SLCA,
i.e., although the tools have different aims, a common goal and scope is needed when undertaking
a combined LCSA. Therefore, an elaborated functional unit is needed, describing both technical
and societal characteristics, and the LCSA system boundary must contain all unit processes relevant
for at least one of the tools. However, no clear guidelines are available on the system boundary
selection strategy or the justification of potentially excluded life cycle stages. The same goes for the
endpoint and midpoint impact category selection. For an LCSA study, it is recommended that all
impact categories that are relevant across the life cycle of a product/service are selected. In the case of
waste management, impact categories such as odor nuisance, noise, etc. are very relevant, but these
are not mentioned in the general perspectives provided by each of the three tools. The relevancy
of impact categories could be addressed by stakeholder involvement. However, it the end, it is
still up to the practitioner to finally decide on the impact category selection approach, which often
results in non-comparable results among case studies [108]. Another aspect is the selection of robust,
reliable and relevant indicators to assess the impacts related to the previously selected categories.
This choice is not straightforward, as continuously new developments are published in the field of
impact indicators (e.g., [109] for smell and [110] for marine surface area resources). Overall, LCSA is
an abstract framework, with a multi-dimensional perspective and based on multi-criteria decision
analysis, which needs to be made more operational.
Sustainability assessment studies of (urban) waste management studies also need to deal with handling
of multi-functionality, for example when having multiple output-products from a technology. In this case,
a choice must be made between different approaches among which system expansion and subdivision
should be prioritized conforming with recent recommendations at e/u level [69]. Yet, many published
LCA studies have applied a mix of allocation rules, combining revenue allocation, physical allocation, and
system expansion within the same system, which obscures the system boundary identification and the
main aim of the study [111]. The mingling between different types of allocation approaches may happen
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within the foreground system, the background system, or among both, as some databases with background
information may be built with allocation principles or cut-offs rules that do not provide both allocation
options. Consequential and attributional approaches have their own limitations and strengths, as thoroughly
discussed in e.g., [112,113], which stimulates a debate on the most appropriate method, based on their
accuracy, uncertainty, and how they inform policy decisions. On top, it should be noted that a waste-LCA
often does not assign any burden of upstream processes to the waste generated, also referred to as the
zero-burden assumption. However, also this is highly debated recently, because it becomes questionable
when comparing the sustainability of products obtained from the valorization of waste with products
originating from virgin raw materials. Several approaches exist to allocate part of the burden from consumer
goods’ production to the products from waste [114,115], such as the adapted 50:50 approach where the
consumer goods and the recycled material each bear 50% of the environmental burden of the virgin raw
material processing and recycling process [116]. Yet, regardless of the ongoing discussions, no consensus
has been achieved.
Overall, LCSA can provide decision-makers with comprehensive data on the environmental,
social and economic impacts of products, services and processes during the entire life cycle. It is
intended to be a systematic, holistic, and objective method as it follows guidelines such as ISO 14040
(International Standard Organization 1997), CEN/TC 350 (CEN/TC 350 Sustainability of construction
works 2012), the EeBGuide InfoHub [117], the ILCD handbook [71], the Handbook for Product Social
Impact Assessment [118], etc. On this basis, it is desirable that literature studies are compatible and
comparable with each other; however, they often consist of highly varying results, even when assessing
similar products or services. This is due to the inherent differences in the approaches, the subjective and
objective choices and assumptions a practitioner can make during each stage of an assessment, and the
availability of data. This causes confusion for policy-makers, as it does not offer straightforward, solid
background information without an in-depth understanding of the premises of a certain study and
a good methodological knowledge. It is, therefore, recommended to provide clear and transparent
reporting about methodological choices and explanations of results policy-makers with can make
well-informed decisions [119].
5.3. Goal and Scope of the Conceptual Framework
The conceptual framework proposed in this study is comprehensive in the sense that it covers
multiple aspects involved in the assessment of the sustainability of urban waste (secondary resource)
management systems. As this is an important contribution in the transition towards a more circular
economy, it is not the only step that is needed. Measures should also be taken more upstream,
to prevent or reduce waste from being generated, e.g., through applying eco-design rules, which may
extend the lifetime of a product, improve the ability to disassemble it, or reduce virgin resource needs
by integrating recycled material in the manufactured products. The holistic sustainability framework
as presented here could be applied to the more upstream processes (of manufacturing, mining, etc.)
as well, with some slight modifications in datasets/system boundaries, as the overall selection of
methods would stay the same. It could be useful to inform policy-makers even more about the best
(combined) strategies to follow.
The framework as shown in Figure 6 might be adaptable for case studies other than waste
management. However, the research has focused on collecting literature and data relating to this
sector, and the framework should therefore be only considered suitable for this. Albeit the framework
identified the main methods needed to perform a full sustainability analysis, it nevertheless did not
propose a specific set of indicators to be used. There is no consensus regarding the choice of indicators
(although the PEF recommends some methods), and it is highly dependent on the objectives of the
study and the specific scenarios examined. A validation of this framework is desirable by applying it
to a real-life case study, which is the intention of the authors in a later stage.
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Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2071-1050/10/7/
2184/s1. Figure S1: Simplified schematic representation of MEFA, flows, stocks and boundaries. In this
figure, goods represent material goods with a positive economic value only (excluding waste and emissions).
Inflows, outflows and stocks are connected to geographic boundaries (left), inputs and outputs to system
boundaries (right); Figure S2: Representation of industrial and urban symbiosis within a city [1]; Figure
S3: Simplified schematic representation of flows and boundaries considered within the following assessment
methods; (A) risk assessment (RA) focusing on emissions causing local impacts, (B) process-based LCA containing
both emissions-based and resource-based indicators to assess mainly global impacts. In this figure, goods
represent material goods with a positive economic value only (excluding waste and emissions); Figure S4:
Simplified schematic representation of the concept of (A) the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) which
makes use of a hierarchy of criteria and alternatives [2] and (B) the pareto-optimization method; Figure S5:
The policy making cycle [3]; Figure S6: Simplified schematic representation of the concept DPSIR: Driving
forces—Pressures—States—Impacts—Responses Framework (DPSIR) which helps to structure indicators in the
context of a causal chain [4].
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